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MY REFLECTIONS OF THREE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-THREE
DAYS IF ACTIVISM

I really enjoyed this line: “I think a leader shows up, does the job, brings the people
along and tries to make a case.”1 That was my mission. October 31, 2022, I had a
vapor rub tub in my nose as a self treatment to the RSVirus, and I was able to
envision a center where we would create our citadel of information. This became a
seed to a year-long passion of finding the cracks in my district, notifying the proper
authorities, and when they were notified I asked about their protocol to correct the
wrong to provide guidelines for future neighbors who had similar complaints but
when I asked my questions I received the same answer, in different variations— “that
isn’t my job”, I had just realized the extent to which our trunk services, health,
technology, city services, insurance, and education, rely on the managerial services
of each citizen in those professional roles. People who are overwhelmed and reach
out I get overwhelmed when experts start stating that so I tried to fill in the gap.
How could I find a sustainable way to fill in the gap?

Well, I started to see the big issue. In November 2022, the migrant crisis, the release
of chat gpt to the public, and the Ukrainian war: three pivotal events I could do more
research about and inform people about. The intersectionality was the key to my
project, what was the bigger picture and how could I emphasize that all of these are
woven together socially, politically, economically. So I delved into the literature of
Socratic schools, Democratic schools, I downloaded all the material from Yale and I
started organizing, which readings and notes could I revisit, which teachers are
working on these three issues. Are these actually issues my district cares about?
Why my district? Well the federal government, my representation came from the
6th. So I created the five point plan. I circulated this information in various ways
depending on the audience. I targeted at least one school in each neighborhood and
I cold emailed Deans, principals, teachers, alerting them to be aware of these five
issues and that if they would allow me to introduce them to the Civic Education
Basics. Everything we wanted as kids was a set of guidelines of adulthood and
people kept saying well the answer is life but in actuality all the adults were
drowning because they did not know about all the basics to keep a family together.
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1 Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton '73, October 26, 2023, at the Yale Alumni
Weekend, quoted.



Immigrants are coming in and they need family. Who is family here? What does
family even look like? Across cultures and what is the culture like in my
neighborhood.
So I was inspired by Robert Moses to make a symbol of Queens be the center of the
world. So here was this seed of a center, a cultural center for all cultures, a beacon of
primary knowledge of the people for the people.

This all stemmed from misinformation and privacy. We lack trust in our agencies, in
our schools and in our neighbors because we cannot even trust our own hands.
What are we typing? Who tracked my ridiculous question? Will that random Google
search be harmful in the future? Social norms change and the reflections of the past
decade has allowed us to engage with the effects of social media, rapid
technological changes, and psychological effects of people of all ages across the
cultures.

Therefore, we tackle it not through education, we know that is a mess, but through
the actual system. I wanted to spice up the system and make people question if our
democracy is still being kept to the high standard the founding fathers wanted.
However, the special elections during the most contentious time for these
neighboring boroughs sharing one seat in the New York State assembly had a 2%
turnout and the difference was 500 votes with the winning seat 2400 votes out of
63000 eligible voters in the seat representing 172,000 people. I fell in love with this
assembly district. I could not officially run because I was not part of this district but I
did silently protest it with students. I gathered the youth from the connections I
made in each neighborhood in this district and I showed them the five point
bipartisan plan. It was to teach people how to do a write in by providing them the
names of the candidates and a big mark with my name and website to describe
issues and check polling sites. I hosted a three day workshop where we covered
these issues. One day in a library in each neighborhood. The topics covered the five
point plan: 1) unregulated vehicles 2) keeping tracking of nonviolent crimes 3) AI 4)
Rikers Island 5) monopoly of con-edison

Again this was the special elections, exactly one month before October 7. It was
always necessary to show bipartisan support because the conservative ticket was a
rabbi in an assembly seat where there are affluent trump supporters and the
democrats ticket was also Jewish and from St.John’s law. I did not want to hurt the
race but it was a moment when checks and balances were weak because the
numbers were too low to even be able to protest.



Then Oct 7 happens and I want to reach out to my connections again but the adults
fall through the cracks and I keep hearing the same responses. Reach out to the
council.

I wanted to understand the Jewish community in Kew Gardens intimately so I could
understand the black Pomonok population, and the hispanic, mostly newly arrived
immigrants of College point, with the long-time home owners and pro-Trumpers of
Malba and Whitestone. Wow, an amazing location. There should have been articles
written about this location. I did write. Everyday. I wrote about the people I met, the
people’s experiences with the system not for its cruelty but for its inefficiency and
lack of proper leadership. We, the United States of America, should not be holding
up all these standards of life that revert us to conduct inhumane practices. How is it
possible that we allow criminals into the country, yes that is true, I witnessed it first
hand with a newly arrived immigrant committing fraud and raping me, but I still
continue my passion for public service and that only fueled me to show that
compassion can create cracks for others to fall and cheat the good system of the US
of A.

My mother would tell me ways that stranger neighbors helped. I enjoyed using the
term stranger neighbor because they were the kind people you met in your life that
you may never encounter but the exchange was more than asking for some flour, it
was connecting of souls where one stranger soul allowed the other to hold its hand
and exchange trauma. I loved all my stranger neighbors because when I got hurt,
these were the friends I had.

So I was silently protesting by advocating for myself.
The toolkit for the U.S. SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. FACE TO FACE CONTACT IN
MY DISTRICT. THE BEACON of NEW YORK.

Did you encounter the police?
Did someone rape you?
Did you experience excessive force from the fire department?
Do you know what you community board does and have you met the
president and district manager
Do you have an order of protection?
Do you know how to get a driver's license?
Do you know what an LLC is?
Do you know about the SHSAT, SAT, APs?



Do you know about affirmative action?
Do you know about abortion?
Palestine Israel
Ukraine
Afghanistan and women’s education
Colombia and other leftist presidents
Canadian fires
Chinese tactics
Russian tactics
Misinformation and disinformation
Surveillancing
Freedom of speech
Missouri v biden
Affirmative action and implications
House speaker Mike Johnson
Do you know the different types of courts if someone hurts you and is
fraudulent with you? You may have to go to three courts. Maybe a fourth if
your finances are a mess. This is not legal advice but just paths to more
information.

I want to create a box with people’s identities or city cards and you seal it in a way
that you seal a piggy bank and you identify all people with their own personal
number, just for their eyes and you can even give them a card. This is where they can
feel safe to harbor their information. This is the black vault of citizens. — How can
you make them create this for themselves? You teach them how to advocate for
themselves.

This is a large task and it takes effort but when you have passion then you can make
waterfalls feel like soft rain. The pressure is completely off because you float from
adrenaline in your veins.
I do not know much but I do know what I have been a primary source to and I want
to make my story legitimate, record it for those who need to get better help
especially when agencies and others in the system are taking advantage of the
cracks in New York City; KCE will keep them accountable, I have spent months
gathering intelligence for the U.S. Congressional SIXTH District.


